Abstract.
along the beam axis, and consists of an Inner Detector for charged tracking, surrounded by electro-48 magnetic and hadronic calorimeters, and finally a muon detector system.
49
The Inner Detector is immersed in a superconducting 2 T axial magnetic field solenoid, and it 50 consists of three subsystems: the pixel and silicon strips detectors cover the pseudorapidity 1 range 51 |η| < 2.5, while the straw tubes of the Transition Radiation Tubes cover the region up to |η| < 2. The 52 highly segmented electromagnetic calorimeter plays a crucial role in electron and photon identification 53 and uses lead as absorber and liquid Argon as active material, covering the region |η| < 3.2; the 54 tile hadronic calorimeter is a steel/scintillating-tile detector and it is situated outside the envelope 55 of the electromagnetic calorimeter; the calorimeter coverage is extended up to |η| < 4.9 by endcaps 56 and forward calorimeters. The muon spectrometer is based on large superconducting aircore toroid 57 magnets, three stations of chambers assure precise muon track measurements in the range |η| < 2.4.
58
The detector and its performance are described in detail in [4] . The presented results have been obtained with data acquired from proton-proton collisions at two 60 center of mass energies, √ s = 7 TeV and 8 TeV. Table 1 summarizes the center-of-mass energy, pile-61 up conditions (< µ > is the average number of interactions per bunch crossing) and total amount of 62 data available for the analyses ( [5] and [6] ).
63
1 ATLAS uses a right-handed coordinate system with its origin at the nominal interaction point. The z-axis is along the beam pipe, the x-axis points to the centre of the LHC ring and the y-axis points upward. Cylindrical coordinates (r, φ) are used in the transverse plane, φ being the azimuthal angle around the beam pipe. The pseudorapidity η is defined as η = − ln[tan(θ/2)], where θ is the polar angle. The angular distance between two vectors is defined as sum in quadrature of the separation in azimuth and pseudorapidity, ∆R = (∆φ) 2 + (∆η) 2 . The transverse momentum p T is the component of the momentum measured on the transverse plane.
Physics Objects definition
In all the presented analyses, the W and Z bosons are reconstructed from their decay products, trig-gering the events on the presence of a lepton of a given p T threshold. Selections are usually applied 66 on lepton and jet reconstruction quality, multiplicity, angular requirements, as well as on the missing 67 transverse energy (E miss T ) and event overall quality. The corresponding physical objects are defined in 68 ATLAS as follows:
69
• electrons: a candidate electron is obtained from an energy cluster in the EM calorimeter, providing 70 the particle energy, associated with a reconstructed track in the ID, which gives information on 71 the direction; the electrons are usually requested to be isolated both using tracks and calorimetric 72 informations;
73
• muons: muons are reconstructed matching the tracks from the Muon Spectrometer to those from 74 the Inner Detector, and requiring isolations from other tracks and energy deposits in calorimeters;
75
• jets: identified as energy deposits in both electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters; the energetic 76 clusters are processed by the antiKt jet reconstruction algorithm [7] , with cone sizes ∆R = 0.4 or 77 ∆R = 0.6. The antiKt algorithm is used because it is stable, fast, infrared-and collinear-safe. A 78 calibration factor dependent on the cluster p T and η is applied to correct for detector and physics 
81
• missing transverse energy: the E miss T is a complex object which describes the unbalanced transverse momentum in each event; it represents a vector lying in the transverse plan and it is sensitive to the presence of neutrinos; the E miss T depends also on the pile-up conditions and on the calibrations and resolutions of the Physics objects described above. Some analyses use the axial-E miss T when the neutrino production is balanced on the transverse plane by the presence of other particles (see for instance Section 11). The axial-E miss T is defined as the projection of the missing transverse momentum along the direction opposite to the recoil particles in the transverse plane. The WW −→ lνlν analysis (Section 7) makes use of a modified missing transverse energy, E miss T, rel , defined as:
where ∆φ is the difference in the azimuthal angle between the E miss T and the nearest lepton or jet.
82
This variable is designed to reject events when an apparent E In this measurement a massive boson is produced in association with a high energy photon [9] . The Table 2 .
107
process cuts Table 2 . List of cuts applied for the three channels of the Wγ/Zγ leptonic decays. Figure 1 shows the signal differential cross section at particle level (where the detector effects of the fit to the data using these two components. The semileptonic diboson final state is the only measurement presented in this report with a pair of jets 151 generated by the hadronic decay of a boson [15] . It tests the ability of the experiment to reconstruct 152 dijet invariant masses in an environment in which the cross section for the jet production is very high. 
ZZ −→ 4l

168
The purely leptonic decay of the ZZ diboson system is reconstructed requesting the presence of 4 169 leptons in the final state [16] . This channel is the major background to the H −→ ZZ −→ 4l final 170 state.
171
As in the case of the WZ −→ lνll channel, the presence of more than 2 leptons in the final state,
172
with the request of same flavor-opposite charge, reduces considerably the background contributions,
173
which are mainly due to the presence of a jet faking a lepton. Figure 5 shows the distribution of the 174 leading lepton pair transverse momentum, before unfolding of the detector effects, both for data (full Table 3 . Summary of the main cross section results for the presented measurements. For each measurement, the sub-channels are presented, as long as the center of mass energy, fiducial and total cross sections, and references. Refer to Table 1 for the integrated luminosities and data-taking conditions. and fiducial/total cross section regions, and for descriptions of uncertainty sources and their treatment.
Comparison with Standard Model predictions
195 Process √ s σ fid [pb] (stat.) (syst.) (lumi.) σ tot [pb] (stat.)(syst.)(lumi.) ref. Wγ/Zγ (N jet = 0) eνγ 7
201
For the Wγ/Zγ measurement, the jet veto result is reported; see reference [9] for the inclusive mea- aTGCs, see [9] and references therein. 
